“The dance program is one of the best programs offered in the valley
and at Si View. The instructors fantastic! They are very skilled,
knowledgeable, and patient and really care for each individual
student; the kids can tell that they are valued.”
“This program has allowed our girls the opportunity to dance with
heart and spirit, while still giving them time and energy for their
studies and friends. There are many dance programs around, but this
is the best one by far.”
“Sara and Cris are not only the skilled and talented instructors but
also THE role models who we and our children look up to.”
“Our daughter has literally grown up dancing at Si View! I know my
children experiencing dance will better them and created
opportunities we wouldn’t have had without the Si View dance
program. It also has been such a joy to watch a program that we
have always loved grow and allow even more dancers to be a part
of it. Thank you to Cris and Sara and all the other dance teachers
over the years!”
“Our dance program may seem like a dance program, but it is a
dance family...the teachers and the girls all loving and supporting
each other as they grow and change.”
“Sara and Cris are wonderful people. They have a genuine love for
what they do, for how they influence and encourage a love of the
arts in children; it’s easy to see when observing them teach.”
“My daughter loved the dance classes - they were wonderful!!”

www.siviewpark.org/dance

“We love that theater with an emphasis in dance is available here
and it keeps us coming back year after year to Si View. It sets this
program apart from many others in the valley. It involves the whole
family and touches on more than just one type of talent, age group
and style of dance. There isn’t another program like it and this year it
filled the theater. Word has gotten out that it isn’t to be missed.”
“My daughter looks forward to the recital piece every year! It means
so much to her to be able to dance on the BIG stage!”
“I adore both Cris and Sara. I appreciate their candor and my kids
have loved both of them. We were lucky to have the class right after
school, so it didn't overlap with other sports - That was really
appreciated.”
“I feel like her confidence as grown so much over the last two years
in the program. Ms. Sara has gone above and beyond to make sure
she feels like a leader and to build her confidence.”
“Ms. Cris challenges my daughter and pushed her to grow as a
dancer while still being very positive and reinforcing her
individuality.”
“Love the professionalism from Sara and Cris. That piece is a big deal
to the dancers and families and they make sure the performances
are top notch! Great program for the community!!!”
“Sara and Cris teach more than dance. They teach theater,
community, teamwork, punctuality, respect, the list goes on.”
“Teachers are the best!! They are so good at giving the girls better
self-esteem.”
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“I love the dance classes at Si View! The teachers are wonderful and
caring but not coddling! My favorite part over all other local dance
programs is that Si View does not blast the music and ruin my
children’s hearing!! This is quite important to me!”
“I truly hope this program continues on and receives the priority it
deserves. Sara and Cris continue to standout in their ability to teach
kids with special needs, differing abilities and extreme talents even
within the same rehearsal block on a weekly basis.”
“We love the dance program. Sara and Cris make it a truly amazing
experience. My daughter has danced with them for 9 years and
loves every minute of it!”
“I am very thankful each year for finding this dance program for my
girls! I’ve met wonderful friends with the dance moms and my girls
have really thrived with performing without competing. We came
from the competitive gymnastics ring and neither have a desire to
continue in that manner. We all appreciate the less stress, less
drama, more learning and more fun program here. If dancers want
to have competition and drama there are plenty of other programs
available. Please keep this the same!!!! We also partake in a lot of
other Si View programs for all the same reasons!”
“The instructors are knowledgeable in their craft and supportive, kind
and encouraging with the students.”
“I love dance community - I grew up in it and that’s why I chose to
have my daughters in a community setting. I love that the girls push
themselves not in a competitive setting but as a way to grow
individually and as a class.”
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